Religare Broking Services reduces cost and complexity of data using NTT Global Data Centers
and Cloud Infrastructure, India’s (erstwhile NTT-Netmagic) Hybrid Storage Solution on AWS

Requirement
With their bulk data growing over a period
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of time they needed a new storage with

NTT Global Data Centers and Cloud Infrastructure, India proposed AWS Storage
Gateway to the on premise server

lower costs with redundancy. Some key



storage requirement

requirements included -



AWS Storage Gateway replaced their present filer system



AWS S3 Standard interfaced by AWS Storage Gateway offered redundancy



AWS Storage Gateway provided a mechanism to store and retrieve objects using

•

Replacing existing NFS Storage for
their bulk data files

Network File System (NFS) and Server Message Block (SMB)

•

Enhancing redundancy

•

Low-cost hybrid solution

•

Creating a rapidly scalable and



It also provides low-latency access to data through transparent local caching

future proof backup and data



The Migrated and new bulk data now on AWS is 24 TB



AWS Storage Gateway provided a cost-effective alternative to on-premises
storage

management strategy
•


Reducing the cost and complexity of

Benefits

data management



Ease in migrating data from present storage

Simplifying and minimizing the



Secure data storage to AWS S3 via AWS Storage Gateway

maintenance workload for IT



Standard NFS and SMB protocols

administrators



Better redundancy



The industry standard protocols ensured integration to the existing applications



Scalable to include new bulk data



The AWS Storage Gateway solution enables Religare Broking IT team to have
more time to focus on innovation and higher-value tasks



Saving on 25% operational time by switching over premise storage management

As India’s leading auto portal that helps users with car research, finance, insurance, used
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Customer profile

What was the requirement?

Religare Broking Ltd. (RBL) is a wholly

Religare Broking has been on a strong and consistent growth path over the last two

owned subsidiary of Religare Enterprises

decades, through a mix of organic and inorganic growth initiatives.

Limited (REL), a leading diversified
financial services group from India. RBL is
one of the market leading securities firms
in India serving over 10 lakh clients across
both offline and online platforms. Through
its extensive footprint extending to over
500 cities, the company offers broking

As Religare Broking required to manage customer bulk data with expanded operations
into new markets and business models, it found that the present NFS to be costly to
expand along with lower redundancy offerings. With changes in the data storage patterns,
over the time they found it extremely difficult to perform capacity management owing to
the growing business demands and increasing requirements. They needed an alternative
storage solution with lower costs but with better redundancy.

services in Equity, Currency and
Commodity as well as depository
participant services. RBL is a member of
the NSE/BSE and a depository participant
with NSDL and CDSL. RBL also offers

Solution
Religare Broking selected NTT Global Data Centers and Cloud Infrastructure, India to
propose, design and deploy a hybrid cloud based storage using AWS Storage Gateway.

TIN facilitation & PAN facility at select
branches - a unique service to help an
individual with PAN, TAN and TDS/TCS
returns related requirements.

As an AWS Partner, NTT Global Data Centers and Cloud Infrastructure, India was well
positioned to address the storage and restoration, resilience and compliance needs of
Religare Broking using AWS Storage Gateway AWS Storage Gateway eliminated their
need for capacity management as S3 provided all required flexibility of growth at a lower
cost with enhanced redundancy.

“As an organization we are
constantly working towards
innovation, with automation on
our Data Storage and
Compliance processes we are
now able to spend more time

on innovations in optimizing
and further strengthening the

The solution was deployed using a strong combination of Netmagic services and AWS
Tools, which included:
The overall solution on AWS Cloud included –
•

EC2 instances for storage Gateway.
•

AWS Storage Gateway: AWS Storage Gateway for providing Hybrid cloud based
storage to the on premise requirement using industry standard NFS and SMB.

IT Infrastructure landscape.”
Ranvir Joshi,

Amazon S3 and EC2: Amazon S3 was used for static file storage and Amazon

SVP – IT Infrastructure &

AWS Advantage

Support, Religare Broking

After NTT Com– Netmagic deployed the AWS Storage Gateway for Religare Broking,
their entire bulk data was migrated to AWS S3. This enabled Religare Broking to take its
infrastructure capabilities to the next level, with significant improvements in performance,
scalability and availability.
Religare Broking’s IT team is now able to store the bulk data efficiently and seamlessly.
Religare Broking was able to reduce their storage operations time by about 25%. The
costs also decreased by 2X in comparison to on-premise new storage. Improved
redundancy of S3 helped them further overcome a contingency situation on a storage
failure.
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